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 My paper is trying to collect and coordinate the information of native original 
ceramic execution in South East Asia. Getting threw the material of the original 
ceramic execution, which from Dai Nationality、Wa Nationality、Li Nationality 、the 
aborigines in Taiwan and Philippine Islands, even about Han Nationality in Yunnan 
and Fujian ,I would like to discuss the character of native original ceramic execution 
in South East Asia. After analysing the ceramic productions of prehistorical 
archaeological culture in South East Asia ,we can easily find out that there is a core of 
native culture in it. It presents in the form and decoration of the ceramic productions 
of prehistorical archaeological culture in South East Asia. There are so many 
comparability between the native original ceramic execution and the ceramic 
productions of prehistorical archaeological culture. So we can conclude their 
realationship. And then ,I would like to show the kettles of the prehistorical 
archaeological culture in the middle of Changjiang area to prove that why the native 
culture in South East Asia can hardly get involve into the civilization of mainland. 
Chapter 1, reviewing the study of native original ceramic execution in South East 
Asia and bring forward what I would like to discuss. 
Chapter 2, collecting and coordinating the information of native original ceramic 
execution in South East Asia. The information is from Dai Nationality、Wa 
Nationality、Li Nationality 、aborigines in Taiwan and Philippine Islands, also from 
Han Nationality in Yunnan and Fujian. 
Chapter 3, analysing the comparability between the native original ceramic 
execution and the ceramic productions of prehistorical archaeological culture. 
Discussing their realationship and the function to the progress in culture. Proved by 
the situation of kettles in the prehistorical archaeological culture from middle of 
Changjiang area. 
Chapter 4,summarizing the test and presenting the meaning of the study on native 
culture. 
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① 汪宁生：《傣族的原始制陶术——兼谈中国远古制陶的几个问题》，《民族考古学论集》，文物出版社，1989
年；林声：《云南傣族制陶术调查》，《考古》1965 年第 12 期；张季：《西双版纳傣族的制陶技术》，《考
古》1959 年第 9 期。 
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                      图 1： 沧源傣族制陶工具 
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